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Text of ORIGINAL SIN

Part One.  Wherein are considered some evidences of original sin
from facts and events, as found by observation and experience,
together with representations and testimonies of holy Scripture,
and the confession and assertions of opposers 105

Chapter I . The evidence of original sin from what appears in fact
of the sinfulness of mankind 107

section 1. All mankind do constantly in all ages, without fail
in any one instance, run into that moral evil, which is in effect
their own utter and eternal perdition , in a total privation of
God’s favor and suffering of his vengeance and wrath 107

section 2. It follows from the proposition proved in the fore¬
going section, that all mankind are under the influence of a
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prevailing effectual tendency in their nature , to that sin and
wickedness, which implies their utter and eternal ruin 120

section 3. That propensity which has been proved to be in the
nature of all mankind , must be a very evil, depraved and per¬
nicious propensity ; making it manifest that the soul of man, as
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is the other part of the consequence, drawn from the proposi¬
tion laid down in the first section 128

section 4. The depravity of nature appears by a propensity in
all to sin immediately , as soon as they are capable of it, and to
sin continually and progressively; and also by the remains of
sin in the best of men 134

section 5. The depravity of nature appears , in that the general
consequence of the state and tendency of man ’s nature is a
much greater degree of sin, than righteousness; not only with
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section 6. The corruption of man 's nature appears by its
tendency, in its present state, to an extreme degree of folly and
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section 7. That man ’s nature is corrupt , appears , in that vastly
the greater part of mankind , in all ages, have been wicked
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section 8. The native depravity of mankind appears , in that
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section 9. Several evasions of the arguments for the depravity
of nature , from trial and events, considered 189

Evasion 1. Adam’s nature , and the nature of the angels that
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count for the general wickedness of the world 194

Evasion 3. The corruption of the world, may be owing, not
to a depraved nature , but to bad example 195

Evasion 4. The general prevalence of wickedness may, with¬
out supposing a corrupt nature , be accounted for by our
senses being first in exercise, and our animal passions getting
the start of reason 201
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Evasion 5. Men in this world are in a state of trial; it is
therefore fit, that their virtue should be tried by opposition,
both from without and from within 204
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the death of infants, with its various circumstances 206
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Scripture, which prove the doctrine of original sin 221

Chapter I . Observations relating to things contained in the three
first chapters of Genesis, with reference to the doctrine of orig¬
inal sin 223

section 1. Concerning original righteousness : and whether our
first parents were created with righteousness or moral rectitude
of heart? 223

section 2. Concerning the kind of death , threatened to our
first parents, if they should eat of the forbidden fruit 237

section 3. Wherein it is inquired , whether there be anything
in the history of the three first chapters of Genesis, which
should lead us to suppose, that God, in his constitution with
Adam, dealt with mankind in general, as included in their first
father, and that the threatening of death, in case he should
eat the forbidden fruit, had respect not only to him, but his
posterity? 245

Chapter II . Observations on other parts of the holy Scriptures,
chiefly in the Old Testament, that prove the doctrine of original
sin 262

Chapter III . Observations on various other places of Scripture,
principally of the New Testament, proving the doctrine of orig¬
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